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The Trivalent form is generally used. Chrome wastes are of great concern. This results in the balance finding
its way to effluents and creating environmental problems. As per an estimate for , tonnes of basic chrome
sulphate were used out of which tonnes were released in the waste water streams. More than plants have been
installed in the India for recovery and recycle of Chromium salts. Cleaner chrome tanning methods based on
high exhaustion principles have been evolved. Closed pickle tan loop method gives a saving of about Rs.
Chromium recovery can be achieved either by a direct recycling of the spent liquor by adding make up
quantities. Salts and other impurities tend to accumulate and may have an adverse effect on quality of leather.
Recovery of Chromium by alkaline precipitation and consequent dissolution in Sulphuric acid and a reuse of
the resultant solution is an efficient methodology. The highly reactive alkalis may give a voluminous sludge.
Lime may also give Calcium Sulphate which makes the reuse of chromium difficult. Using MgO as alkali is
considered more appropriate for small as well as large tanneries because of ease of operation and low
investment costs. Use of Chromium free tanning has also been advocated as a clean technology option.
Synthetic organic tanning agents alone or in a combination with metallic cations can be considered as a
substitute for chromium. Vegetable tanning has also got a high pollution potential because of the low
biodegradability. Recovery of vegetable tanning floats has been used by ultrafiltration in many European
countries and the recovered tannins can be used in the tanning process. Vegetable and aluminum tanning can
also produce chrome free leather. Within the options of clean technology during post tanning operations,
absence of chromium during retanning and not using polluting dyestuffs, benzidene dyes and halogenated oils
in fat liquors are strongly advocated. The finishing processes should ideally work on water based finishes.
Pigments should not contain heavy metals. With up to 40 tonnes of water being used to process 1 tonne of
hide, there is a need to conserve water. Treated effluents can be also used through membrane filters to further
reduce the water consumption. Utilising Solid Wastes from Tanneries: Significant amount of solid wastes are
produced including trimmings, degraded hide and hair from the beam house process. Large amounts of
sludges are also generated. Solid wastes can be utilized to make dog toys, gelatin etc. The salt recovered from
mechanical desalting and solar evaporation pans can be used for curing and pickling or can be disposed off
into the sea where feasible. Fleshing and solid sludge from primary and secondary treatment processes can be
utilized to produce biogas. Tannery fleshings which are the major solid wastes emanating from the beam
house can be subject to biomethanation. The fleshings are liquefied completely biologically and the resultant
liquefied fleshing is treated in anaerobic reactors to produce biogas. Any anaerobic reactor like a U. The
technology is being implemented at Melvisharam, Tamil Nadu. This technology developed by the Central
Leather Research Institute is also used for biomethanation of slaughter house and vegetable market wastes.
Sludges from the treatment plant can also be used in brick manufacture, land filling of low lying areas and also
as a fertilizer given that the Chrome content meets the prescribed standards. Hair could be used in the
manufacture of low priced rugs and carpets. Hair protein can be used as a supplement in animal feed. Sludge
from lime pits can be used for land filling as well as construction of low priced houses. Barks and nuts from
vegetable tanning could be used as fuel in boilers and brick kilns. The shavings, trimmings and buffings of
vegetable and chrome tanned leather could be used in the manufacture of leather boards.
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Rule 3 Of the notification defines Biomedical Waste, to mean any waste, which is generated during the
diagnosis, treatment or immunization of human beings or animals or in research activities pertaining thereto or
in the production or testing of biologicals, and including categories mentioned in Schedule I. Rule 5 Classifies
Biomedical Waste and lays down procedures schedule 1 and standards schedules -5 for disposal and also
prescribes the need to set up in a time bound manner as in Schedule VI. Rule 6 describes Segregation,
Packaging, Transportation and Storage of Bio-Medical Wastes and prescribes that Bio-medical Waste shall
not be mixed with other wastes, but be segregated at the point of generation in accordance with Schedule II
and containers labeled according to Schedule III. In case the container is transported to any waste treatment
facility outside the premises where it is generated, the container shall also carry information prescribed in
Schedule IV. Vehicles transporting Bio-medical Wastes have also to be authorized for the purpose by the
competent authority as specified by the Government. No untreated Bio-medical waste shall be kept stored
beyond a period of 48 hours, however if for any reason it becomes necessary to store the waste beyond such
period, permission of the prescribed authority must be taken done with steps to ensure that the waste does not
adversely affect human health and the environment. Rule 7 The State Pollution Control Board have been
designated as the prescribed authority for grant and renewed of applications under this rule. An authorization
is granted for a period of three years, including an initial trial period of one year from the date of issue and has
to be renewed thereafter for period of three years. Failure to comply may lead to cancellation after giving
proper opportunity of hearing. Every operator of a bio-medical waste facility shall make an application in
Form 1 to the prescribed authority for grant of authorisation. Rule 12 Provides that if an accident occurs in
premises, where bio-medical waste is handled or during transportation of such waste, the authorised person
shall report the accident in Form Ill to the prescribed authority. Provided that the authority may entertain the
appeal after the expiry of the said period of thirty days if it is satisfied that the appellant was prevented by
sufficient cause from filing the appeal in time. Animal waste by incineration and deep burial. Liquid Wastes
by disinfection, chemical treatment and discharge into drains. Incineration Ask by disposal in municipal land
fill. Chemical Waste by chemical treatment and discharge into drains for liquids and seemed landfill for solids.
The rules also prescribed that Chlorinated Plastics should not be incinerated and there will be no pretreatment
before incineration Deep burial shall be an option only in towns with a population of less than 5 lakhs. Being
prescribed under the Environment Protection Act , non compliance is covered as provided under section 5, 15
and 19 of the aforesaid act which includes closure, fine and imprisonment on conviction. While the National
Green Tribunal Act of provides for redressal of grievances occurring out of orders passed by Appellate bodies
constituted under the Water and Air Acts, and section 5 of the E. Act it is not clear whether it can consider an
application for relief on an order passed under Rule 13 of the Biomedical Waste Handling Rules.
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In Pratt, Hugo Machado da Costa c. El burdel del Dr Jeckyll. Jeckyll, que las recoge, las droga yâ€¦ Con las
actuaciones especiales de Sigmund Freud, Sherlock Holmes y su fiel lacayo Mr. Il Postribolo del Terrore 2
vols. Young Witches vol 2 London Babylon Seattle: Eros Comix Fantagraphics , Jekyll and forced to perform
in his high-class whorehouse. Just about every famous Victorian character, fictional and historical, makes an
appearance: Dino Battaglia is one of the great Italian comics artists and this black-and-white version of JH is
very interesting in the use of shadows and indeterminate images. Lo strano caso del dottor Jeckyll Alan Ford
Special, 4. Created in and never translated into English, the series is popular in Italy and the former
Yugoslavia. Comicbook series issues. A Suivre mai The art is characterized by Expressionistic drawings and
doubled and reflecting elements, together with bold impaginations and a series of double page spreads at the
end. Dr Paper Donald Duck makes up a potion against stinginess the poles of the original struggle are turned
into meannness against generosity but, failing to make his uncle Scrooge McDuck drink it, he tests it on
himself. His new personality is good and generous. When the latter returns, Paper is forced to flee, leaving his
diary and the potion to Grandma Duck. This story, set in the 19th century, is contained in a contemporary
frame: Waverley Books, The strong yellow colour for lamps and fire takes on a thematic meaning. In
addition, the authors have also tried to suggest a kind of pervasive doubling in the street lamps or lighted
windows that usually appear in pairs. Sara Rizzo Review of Scots version: Scots Tung Wittins Nr Mey The
Incredible Hulk 1. The Incredible Hulk magazine was restarted in and continues to the present day. Hulk is
inspired by Jekyll and Hyde fused with the tender naivity of the Creature of Frankenstein. The agent of
transformation is radiation, a feature typical of Marvel super-hero stories of the s. At the same time, however,
he clearly also derives from more negative monsters launched by Marvel in the early 60s in particular, in his
huge size and destructive energy. Carew in the Sullivan play and Brig. Journey into Mystery 99 Dec. Calvin
Zabo, brilliant scientist but resentful and immoral. The hormone transformation probably reflects current
concerns since anabolic steroids were first produced in Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde. Self Made Hero Eye Classics.
Most pages are divided into two panels, thus increasing the effect of the single- and double-page panels,
increasing in frequency towards the end and marking important turning points. The simple sequential style
makes the often wordless panels take on the force of independent pictures or illustrations, forcing the eye to
linger on their enigmatic or disturbing content. Dr Jekyll et Mr Hyde. Carlsen Verlag; New York The colours
and tones have an almost musical sequencing about them. One interesting sequence on p. Focalization on both
the hand and the eye as disturbing parts of the body. As in the film versions, J expounds his theories in a
conversation here, in a night club, with Lanyon. Jekyll tests the potion on animals first as in the film and
injects the potion as in the film. H appeals to Lanyon and it is through innocent memories that he returns
momentarily to J. The final image before a brief return to the framing narrative is of paper and pen but no
trace of J. The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen. The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen, vol 2. At one
point he expresses his opinion of Jekyll. Oxford University Press [disappointing treatment] Novellen Comic.
In Tom Poplum ed. Eureka Productions Graphic Classics 9. The script finds new ways of representing and
interpreting the narrative: The influence of the film tradition can be seen in the drawings including rats but is
otherwise absent, and the important role given to Utterson shows an intelligent attempt to interpret the original
text. At the end Dylan Dog, the horror investigator, works out that behind a series of mysterious deaths there is
a doctor who by hypnotizing his clients frees their lower, instinctive side. The doctor, confessing his guilt,
declares that he did it with a good intent, to cure his clients by freeing them from inner struggles. At the same
time his hypocrisy comes out as he expresses his sense of scientific triumph and his indifference to the fate of
his patients. Yet, the doctor explains that after a previous investigation into inner and multiform side of human
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beings DD 61 , he reached a point of no return, like J. Though this comic-book is not faithful to the text that
inspired it or to one of the texts â€” Sclavi appreciated by Umberto Eco always works in complex intertextual
space , it shows how strong is the myth grown that has around it and how it its elements are constantly being
re-used. The 3-D Zone No. Wallace Wood is one of the classic American comic book artists of the s and 60s.
Bertho, Pascal script et Tim McBurnie art The three Ducklings are playing at pirates in the bathroom till the
water reaches Donald downstairs. He gets furious and forbids them to read such harmful stuff as adventure
novels. At bedtime when we see an example of another popular genre on the bed: So suddenly three
generations like RLS, his father and Lloyd? In this parody, the pirates steal the map from a sleep-walking
Donald Duck and then load him and his nepews on the vessel. There are no winners because both of the boats
sink and with them the treasure. The adventure is over, and the three duck generations return home to blame
the ghost for involving them in such a dangerous experience. In Albi della Ventura No. La Isla del tesoro.
Larousse-Itaca, ] DeLay, Harold art. Look and Learn [London: Doughty drew historical strips for British
educational weekly Look and Learn during its whole period of publication The format is a grid of drawings
with short printed texts. This first volume has been much praised n BD sites. Editrice Il Ponte Collana Birillo
"Katzenjammer Kids" - Long John Silver and his pirates made many appearances in both of the rival
Katzenjammer Kids cartoon strips in the s when the kids and family were on a tropical island. The result is an
awkward and uninspiring combination of illustrated simplified version and comic-book. Xenia [comic-book
version followed by text of i Treasure Island ch. Brewster art , Major Malcolm Wheeler-Nicholson script
Edizioni paoline, "Meraviglie della letteratura a fumetti" n. Published in Corriere dei piccoli from No. Rizzoli,
; with additional material by Alberto Becattini Genova: Adonis Romans de toujours. The page narrative is
followed by pages on author and his work, historical background etc. Le Testament de Flint Roubaix, F: A
pleasure for the eye: Joyas Literarias Juveniles 2. La isla del Tesoro. Joyas Literarias Juveniles Planeta
DeAgostini Joyas Literaria juveniles , La freccia nera [The Black Arrow]. Periodici San Paolo, La Freccia
nera [The Black Arrow]. Corrierino dei piccoli Republished in Hugo Pratt et al. Il gatto e la volpe edizioni.
Fuente, Ramon de la art AMZ I classici a fumetti.
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